
NOVEMBER 30, 1983 NO. 2993C04 TELEPHONE SET 
(Card No. 2) 

A.T.&T.CO. 
STANDARD 

A 10-button software controlled multibutton electronic telephone (MET) set with ivory colored upper and lower housings, 
No. 63AU-50 and No. 63AL -50, respectively, a K2C-50 hand set, a No. 4228AB network , a No. 35AU3A dial for TOUCH 
TONE "' service, a No. 616JK hand set jack, a H4DU-50 hand set cord (6 feet long), a D8W-50 mounting cord (7 feet 
long), a No. 683D recall key, a nonlocking, LED illuminated 10-button No. 681B key, a No. lC transmitter/receiver , a No. 
103A connector block, and a No. 2012D transformer . 

Provides a built-in speakerphone with an ON/QUIET, OFF button, and volume control. 
Electrically, the function of this MET set differ s from a conventional key-type telephone primarily by the manner in which 

the station indications (lamp and ringer) are controlled and key features activated. Two 2-wire data links are required; 
one for receiving indicator control signals and one for transmitting feature activating signals . Continuous de voltage is 
supplied to the set over these two data link s. 

Equipped with a tone ringer with a manual thumbwheel volume control. 
Furnished with a disposal face plate, optional snap-in No. 263C-type face plate must be ordered separately; seven accented 

colors and two woodgrain patterns are available, avocado (-100) 102 593 472, gold (-111) 102 593 506, orange (-112) 
102 593 514, brown (-113), 102 593 522, red (-114), 102 593 530, blue (-115) 102 593 548, black (-118) 102 593 555, teak 
(-108) 102 593 480, and walnut (-109) 102 593 498. 

The electrical interconnections are made on a master interconnect module consisting of a printed wiring board with small 
pins arranged in groups to mate with a No. 963 type connector on wiring harnesses for each component. 

Approximate overall dimensions are 8.750 inches long by 8.750 inches wide by 5.000 inches high. 
Initial use: HORIZON ® Communications System . 
Comcode: 103 820 825 
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